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The idea for this article proceeds from personal, practical, and emotional
experience and reflections on holding the position of the Minister for Education
and Science during the period of the economic crisis in Latvia (2007–2010). The
article consists of three parts. The first part outlines the potential of a position in
power with a particular focus on developments in education policy. The second
part gives an overview of the most important initiatives in the education sector
undertaken by ministers for education during the first period of independence of
the Republic of Latvia (1918–1940). Analyses of developments in the content of
education in line with alterations in organisation of studies and
professionalisation of teaching are provided. Regardless of the fact that the
majority of changes were implemented with the intention to contribute to the
awakening of people, nation and state, most of the initiatives induced resistance
and rejection. In line with success and positive results, severe criticism of
opponents and even peers had to be faced by those in a position of power. The
third part raises the questions: “Is it possible to be an independent intellectual
and a politician at the same time?” and “What are the benefits and difficulties in
preserving two identities: an academic and/or a politician?”

Keywords: Republic of Latvia; education; power; education policy; changes;
national identity; reflections

Introduction

The design of this article is based on personal reflexivity that “allows for an
exploration and representation of the more blurred genres of our experiences”1 and
enables us to create meaning out of experience.2 The paper focuses on three research
questions: (1) what is the relationship between power and education; (2) what were
the major issues for educational reforms of the ministers of education in the Republic
of Latvia during the first period of independence (1918–1940) and their relevance

*Corresponding author. Email: Tatjana.Koke@rsu.lv
*This keynote address was delivered at the ISCHE Conference in Riga, 21–24 August 2013
and the article was written by Tatjana Koķe in collaboration with Irēna Saleniece on matters
concerning the educational history of Latvia.
1Kim Etherington, “Reflexivity: Using our ‘Selves’ in Narrative Research,” in Narrative
Research on Learning Comparative and International Perspectives, ed. Sheila Trahar
(Didcot: Symposium Books, 2009), 81.
2Jerome S. Bruner, Acts of Meaning (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990).
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during the second period of independence (since 1991); (3) is it possible for a
respectful intellectual to be a politician?

The second research question was raised in connection with a view to the first
Latvian national independence period from 1918 to 1940. The period of research
was limited and censored due to the violent incorporation of Latvia into the Soviet
Union in 1940. However, the opposite effect was achieved: the period of Latvian
independence became a myth and “the Promised Land” for a large part of Latvian
society during the Soviet era.3 Therefore, after the restoration of independence in
1991, more or less consciously Latvian eyes turned to the past in the hope of
finding there analogous situations, and hence solutions to the current problems.
Professional historians4 object to such historical utilisation while for me, as the
Minister for Education, in retrospect past experience gave food for thought and
yielded material for comparison. Therefore, in this article, I sometimes take the
liberty to err in the direction of presentism, taking into account Popkewitz’s
statement that history is critical engagement of the present which, ironically,
undertakes to suspend history itself by making visible the conditions that make the
thoughts and actions of the present possible.5

A minister for education is governed not only by his/her personal vision of the
field, but also by the education policy that is tailored in accordance with the national
policy framework. The ground education policy for the Republic of Latvia in the
early 1920s was laid in accordance with the principles of democracy, which was the
basis for the whole political system in the country. Initial offers to solve educational
problems were made by political parties that submitted their proposals to be
discussed in parliament in order to find an acceptable option for all parties and
embody it in law, whose implementation was the duty of the Ministry for
Education.6 The renewed Republic of Latvia also adopted the same system in 1991.
Thus, to analyse the education policy of Latvia, there is a need to look at three
levels: political parties, legislative bodies and executive bodies (primarily the
Ministry for Education). Understanding of the system is not possible without
examining its elements, because each one brings unique information not only for
itself but also for the system as a whole.7 In order to deepen insight into education
policy, it is necessary to explore the activities of ministers for education.

The period in power is definitely a period to exert an impact, make a
contribution and fulfil “the social imperative for education to give all humans equal

3Iveta Ķestere, “History of Education and the Struggle for Intellectual Liberation in Post-
Soviet Baltic Space after The Fall of the Berlin Wall” (Paedagogica Historica, forthcoming);
Aija Abens, Effects of Authoritarianism on the Teaching of Latvian History (PhD diss.,
University of Latvia, 2011).
4For example Marc Depaepe, “A Professionally Relevant History of Education for Teachers:
Does it Exist? Reply to Jurgen Herbst’s State of the Art Article,” Paedagogica Historica 37
(2001): 636.
5Thomas S. Popkewitz, “Curriculum History, Schooling and the History of the Present,”
History of Education 40 (2011): 2.
6Irēna Saleniece, Latvijas Republikas skolu politika (1918–1934) [Schools policy in the
Republic of Latvia (1918–1934)] (Daugavpils: Saule, 2001).
7This case calls for a systemic approach to factual analyses: “The purpose of system analyses
is to provide a framework for investigating how models are constructed, what their species-
specific functions are, why they came about, and how they generate forms of meaning.”
Thomas A. Sebeok and Marcel Danesi, The Forms of Meaning: Modeling Systems Theory
and Semiotic Analysis (New York: Mouton De Gruyter, 2000), 158.
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opportunities to develop their unique talents”.8 Idealistically, power is regarded as a
potential to shape human lives and the environment people work and live in. This is
an opportunity period to question the existing links between education and power,
pedagogical practices and social consequences, authority and responsibility.
Nevertheless these opportunities are predetermined and determined by visible and
invisible factors and circumstances. Within the circumstances the constant search for
a balance in terms of “power over” and “power with” has been a difficult issue. No
doubt, “power over” was and still is implemented in terms of “control, influence or
authority over others”.9 With my academic background I was more oriented towards
inter-dependence and joint actions with colleagues, social partners and shared
responsibility at least among major stakeholders in the field of education and
science.

The period of being the Minister for Education (2007–2010) coincided with the
period of truly turbulent times of the economic crisis – the higher education budget
was cut by almost 50% and teacher salaries were reduced significantly. Seven
thousand teachers were out in the streets demonstrating against the cuts. Being one
hundred per cent on their side and joining them in the procession, I appeared at a
crossroads. An act of solidarity and search for a solution in mutual dialogue and
action was not accepted by joint applause on behalf of experienced local politicians.
The severe lesson strengthened my backbone and the solution for the situation, to
have the wolf fed and keep the goat alive, was successfully resolved. The
remuneration for teachers remained almost the same through the implementation of
European Social Fund activity in line with strengthening understanding for the need
to be competitive on both individual and institutional levels.

My experience as a minister for education revealed a number of problems that
weave through the whole Latvian education history like a red thread. By analysing
the problems I will seek answers to the questions raised.

1. Education as a foundation of an independent country

In Latvian provinces (Kurzeme, Vidzeme, part of Vitebsk) as part of the Russian
Empire, imperial laws were effective and education was organised accordingly. Only
the emergence of the idea of autonomy in Latvia at the beginning of the twentieth
century created the first threads of Latvian education policy and system
development.10 The 1905 Revolution, the First World War and two revolutions in
Russia in 1917 led to great change and promoted the establishment of an
independent Latvian state. This process provoked activities on behalf of Latvian
teachers both on the territory of Latvia and outside as refugees: schools and teacher
organisations were founded, textbooks and programmes were written; they argued
for the creation of a fundamentally new school in Latvia and developed a draft law.
Latvian teachers’ activities culminated in the Latvian Teachers Congress in Tartu
(Estonia) in June 1917 that established the fundamental principles of the Latvian
education system.11

8Gudmund Hernes, “Hard Choices – Soft Skills” (keynote address presented at the Latvian
Educator’s Forum, Riga, Latvia, 9 August 2000).
9See Megan Boler, Feeling Power: Emotions and Education (New York: Routledge, 1999).
10Alfrēds Staris, Vladimirs Ūsiņš and Leonards Žukovs, Skolas un izglītība Latvijā (1900–
1920) [The schools and education in Latvia (1900–1920)] ([Rīga:] RaKa, 2000), 7–48.
11Irēna Saleniece, Latvijas Republikas skolu politika, 15–16.
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A parliamentary republic in Latvia was established in 1918, which functioned
until 1934. The statesmen recognised that democracy is the most appropriate system
and education should be the cornerstone to maintain it: “Where there is no proper
education, there is no democracy … if we want to maintain the system, where every
citizen has the right to decide, then the opportunity to acquire the relevant expertise
should be provided”.12 During this period, attempts were made to implement an
education policy that would be appropriate for a democratic state in accordance with
the Law on Educational Institutions adopted on 8 December 1919.13 This law
established the main principles for school policy: general free compulsory education
for children from five to 15 in their native language. Provision of compulsory
education was primarily the duty of the local governments. Supervision and
responsibility for compulsory school attendance was laid on children’s parents or
guardians, as well as employers. School boards were established in districts to
monitor all activities of schools and coordinate economic matters with the district
board and pedagogical issues with the Ministry for Education. School inspectors
were representatives of the Ministry for Education locally; they also participated in
the school boards. The Latvian school system was established at the beginning of
the 1920s and it operated throughout the entire lifetime of the independent state
(1920–1940).

Since the global economic crisis, and especially after 1934, the year of the
establishment of authoritarian regime in Latvia, the education policy underwent a
transformation,14 although the school system remained the same. The biggest
changes concern ideology, whereby instead of pluralism typical of democracy, the
idea of the leader (vadonis), unity and national spirit was strengthened, according to
which the state is obliged to “promote education and nurture the spirit of the people
of the national state”.15 The definition of educational objectives was adapted to the
political system, which had enhanced regulation, focusing on the nationalistic trend
and a few restrictions of minority education.

Overall, however, special attention was paid to the development of education
during the existence of the Republic of Latvia during both the parliamentarian and
the authoritarian period. This is evidenced by permanent attention to the debate on
education on behalf of society and the main political forces. Legislation and the

12Latvijas Tautas Padome: Sēžu protokoli. 2.puse [People’s Council of Latvia: Minutes. 2nd
part] (Rīga: Satversmes sapulce, [1920]), 475–77. It was stressed by Ādolfs Klīve, a
representative of the Latvian Farmers’ Union, when speaking during the debate on Education
Law at the People’s Council (People’s Council – the first representative body in Latvia where
the Latvian state was proclaimed and the first state laws, including laws on education, were
adopted).
13“Likums par Latvijas izglītības iestādēm” [Law on educational institutions of Latvia],
Valdības Vēstnesis [Government Gazette], 17 December 1919.
14“Likums par tautas izglītību” [Law on popular education], Valdības Vēstnesis [Government
Gazette], 17 July 1934.
15Schools witnessed a relative “golden era” during the remainder of the 1920s. The Ministry
for Education, local governments, school boards and teachers worked together (not always
harmoniously) to raise the qualification of teachers, modernise schools, improve the content
of curricula and ensure attendance. By 1930, however, economic constraints reinforced a
conservative backlash against the previous decade’s “permissiveness”, “decay” and
“abandonment of tradition”. This backlash intensified under the authoritarian regime of
Kārlis Ulmanis. Schools and instruction changed radically to reflect the principles of the new
regime. See Aldis Purs, “‘Unsatisfactory National Identity’: School Inspectors, Education and
National Identity in Interwar Latvia,” Journal of Baltic Studies 35, no. 2 (2004): 98.
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education system developed and state, local and private entities allocated resources
to the sector.16 This resulted in an ever-growing number of school students and
teachers. For instance, in 1919/1920, a total of 1265 primary schools functioned in
Latvia, with 118,912 students and about 5000 teachers, while in the school year
1939/1940 there were 1804 primary schools with 224,697 students and 9060
teachers respectively.17 The interwar period in Latvia was characterised by
significant achievements in the field of education at the European level: for
example, in the early 1930s the rate of illiteracy was 43% in Spain, and 32.7% in
Lithuania, while it was 13.6% in Latvia and 5.9%18 in France.

Particular emphasis regarding the role of education should be placed on building
the community of Latvian citizens. From 1918 to 1934 the Latvian minority
education system was one of the most advanced in Europe.19 The development of
minority basic education was affected both by objective preconditions, such as the
international minority rights protection system, the historically adapted multi-ethnic
composition of the population, the state administration form, legislation and
guaranteed funding, and by a number of subjective preconditions. The state
undertook to provide compulsory basic education in the child’s mother tongue free
of charge. Legislative normative Acts on minority education were passed in
accordance with the Law on Minority School Facilities in Latvia20 and special
branches – German, Russian, Jewish, Polish, Byelorussian – were formed at the
National Minority Department of the Ministry for Education to manage schools for
the above minorities. The heads of these branches were nominated by the respective
minority and had the right to participate in the meetings of the Cabinet of Ministers
when questions concerning the given minority were discussed. Financing of these
educational establishments was effected by the state and the local authorities
proportional to the number of inhabitants of the given ethnic group. The 1920s
witnessed the opening of Russian, German, Polish, Jewish (both Yiddish and
Hebrew), Byelorussian, Lithuanian, and Estonian schools.21

Teachers were being trained and textbooks in minority languages were being
printed. The state was implementing not only the minority school autonomy policy,
but was also taking care of minority children as equal citizens in upbringing and

16Between 1918 and 1940 the Government of Latvia spent, on average, 15% of the state
budget on education while the European average during the same period was 12%. See
Gaston Lacombe, “Nationalism and Education in Latvia, 1918–1940,” Journal of Baltic
Studies 38, no. 4 (1997): 314.
17Alfrēds Staris and Vladimirs Ūsiņš, Izglītības un pedagoģijas zinātnes attīstība Latvijā
pirmās brīvvalsts laikā [The development of education and pedagogy as a scholarly
discipline during the first period of independence of Latvia] (Rīga: Zinātne, 2000), 13, 127.
18Ibid., 17–18.
19John Hiden and David J. Smith, “Looking Beyond the Nation-State: A Baltic Vision for
National Minorities between the Wars,” Journal of Contemporary History 41, no. 3 (2006):
387–99; David J. Smith, “Inter-war Multiculturalism Revisited: Cultural Autonomy in 1920s
Latvia,” in From Recognition to Restoration: Latvia’s History as a Nation-State, ed. David J.
Smith, David J. Galbreath and Geoffrey Swain (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi, 2010),
31–43.
20“Likums par mazākuma tautību skolu iekārtu Latvijā” [The law on minority school
facilities in Latvia], Valdības Vēstnesis [Government Gazette], December 18, 1919.
21Irēna Saleniece and Sergey Kuznetsov, “Nationality Policy, Education and the Russian
Question in Latvia since 1918,” in Ethnicity and Nationalism in Russia, the CIS and the
Baltic States, ed. Christopher Williams and Thanasis D. Sfikas (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999),
236–47.
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education. At that time the Minister for Education Edmunds Ziemelis (1928–1931)
clearly stated that “schools for minorities help to implement democracy”.22 After
1931, unfortunately, the economic crisis in the Latvian economy caused a reduction
in minority basic education, following the period of the authoritarian regime, during
which school autonomy was cancelled in 1934, although schools for minorities
continued to exist.

The Second World War and the subsequent Soviet–Nazi–Soviet occupation put
an end to the independent history of the Republic of Latvia for half a century.
Incorporation into the USSR23 meant a total reorientation of life in Latvia, including
changes of educational objectives in the interests of the Soviet Union and a
communist ideology-based education policy.

However, it would be unfair to deny the achievements in education during the
Soviet period, but two points should be kept in mind. The first is that the Latvian
interwar period had strengthened the strong tradition of education and infrastructure,
which the new power used for its own purposes. The second is that the communist
totalitarian regime attempted to erase even the memory of an independent Latvian
state for fear of popular liberation and independence efforts, starting with the
prohibition of national symbols (flag, coat of arms, anthem, etc.), falsification of
history and different ideological attacks and ending with the elimination of the
founders of the state and its employees.

A very severe repression affected the political and social elite of the Republic of
Latvia, including various levels of education leaders. Thus, of 18 ministers for
education of the Republic of Latvia24 nine were deported to Siberia in June 1941,25

seven of whom were executed or died in the Gulag.26 Thus the occupation forces
purposefully eliminated 50% of the former ministers for education (by 1940 four
had died from natural causes).27 Municipal and city education department managers,

22Jeļena Vediščeva, Mazākumtautību pamatizglītība Latvijā (1918–1940) [Basic education of
minorities in Latvia (1918–1940] (abstract of PhD diss., University of Latvia, 2011), 4.
23During 1940–1941 and 1944/45–1991 Latvia was one of the Soviet republics, called the
Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic (LSSR) as part of the Soviet Union (USSR).
24A complete list of Latvian ministers of education (1918–2008) is available at: Laikmets un
Personība [Epoch and Personality], ed. Aīda Krūze ([Rīga]: RaKa, 2008), 9–11.
25Two mass deportations were carried out in Latvia: during the first Soviet occupation on 14
June 1941 (more than 15,000 people were deported to Siberia) and on 25 March 1949 (more
than 42,000 people), during the second occupation. See Valters Nollendorfs and Uldis
Neiburgs, “History of the Occupation of Latvia (1940–1991): Briefing Papers of the Museum
of the Occupation of Latvia,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs, http://www.mfa.gov.lv/en/policy/
history/briefing-papers/briefing-paper4/ (accessed June 13, 2014).
26GULAG – an abbreviation of Glavnoye Upravleniye Ispravitelno-trudovykh Lagerey [Chief
administration of corrective labour camps], a system of Soviet labour camps and
accompanying detention and transit camps, and prisons that from the 1920s to the mid-1950s
housed political prisoners and criminals of the Soviet Union. Encyclopedia Britannica Online
s.v. “Gulag,” http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/249117/Gulag (accessed June 13,
2014).
27Data on the repression of each individual minister come from, Es viņu pazīstu. Latviešu
biogrāfiskā vārdnīca [I know him: Latvian biographical dictionary], ed. Žanis Unāms (Grand
Haven, MI: Raven Printing, 1975); “Ministers During Pre-war Independent Latvia,” Ministry
for Education and Science, http://izm.izm.gov.lv/ministrija/vesture/pirms-kara.html (accessed
June 13, 2014).
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inspectors, school principals and teachers also suffered from repression. The
majority of teachers were denied the possibility to continue their professional career.
As a result of sovietisation policy in Latvia, education was unified in accordance
with the USSR pattern, and subjected to comprehensive communist ideology and
Russification. A new generation of teachers entered the classrooms, who were
specially trained to implement a communist upbringing.28

However, the Latvian people had not lost their dream of their own independent
country. Despite the efforts of the communist powers, the nation’s collective
memory partly preserved its pre-war public perception system and a scale of values
rooted in a European tradition that was incompatible with communist
totalitarianism. Therefore restoration of the Republic of Latvia in 1991 went hand in
hand with the inheritance and provision of the so-called First Republic (1918–1940)
as the majority of the Latvian people desired. However, one cannot step twice into
the same stream – 50 years (a period of two generations) under occupation in the
dynamic twentieth century led to many changes in Latvia. Direct transfer of
previous experience was not possible any more. Politicians of the renewed Latvian
Republic had to face new challenges and act in accordance with current
requirements in order to return to Europe and be included in the community of
modern democratic states.

Education is a crucial potent force for the development of a state, nation or
individual in a relatively small country. This well-known statement is even more
true when there are no other resources to generate national wealth and individual
well-being beyond education. The opportunity to discover how to learn and move
fast is offered through absorbing the varied and extensive foreign experience that
became available after the restoration of independence of Latvia. At the beginning
of the 1990s foreign experience helped to reshape the content of education in
general and of pedagogy and research in particular. However, many of the West’s
initiatives and activities did not work well in the local environment and had to be
tailored to local needs, possibilities and traditions through a historical perspective.
When we look at a country like Finland we find strong proof that education is the
major guarantee for a national state. I can assert that the understanding of this
profound truth has been a guideline for almost all ministers for education in both
periods of independence of the Republic of Latvia.

Historians in Latvia by now have mostly analysed the work and contribution of
18 ministers of the Republic of Latvia (1918–1940).29 By redefining the purpose
and meaning of schooling as part of a broader attempt to struggle for a democratic
progressive order, ministers frequently began to challenge a number of dominant
policies and practices in both content and organisation, promoting awakening in all
spheres and at all levels of education. A short overview of the main trends of
activities or reforms reveals the similarities of the major tasks of ministers for
education.

28See Iveta Ķestere and Aīda Krūze, eds., History of Pedagogy and Educational Sciences in
the Baltic Countries from 1940 to 1990: an Overview (Riga: RaKa, 2013); Irēna Saleniece,
“Teachers as an Object and a Subject of Sovietization: Daugavpils (1944–1953),” in The
Sovietization of the Baltic States, 1940–1956, ed. Olaf Mertelsmann (Tartu: KLEIO, 2003),
197–206.
29Rihards Treijs, Latvijas valsts un tās vīri 1918–1940 [Latvian State and its men 1918–
1940] (Rīga: Latvijas Vēstnesis, 1998).
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2. Position of power and curriculum

One of the most important tasks for every country and its government is to make
the decision on what the content of education should be like. I would agree with
Popkewitz, who writes that a curriculum is the site of schooling through which the
rules and standards of reason and “the reasonable person” are generated, embodying
principles that govern what is to be known and how that knowing is to occur.30 The
role of education is to shape young people’s understanding of the world and their
own self-interests. At the same time it is hard to fulfil this task without the overall
approved values of the nation and the state. A lack of common ground for
developing a sense of belonging in the young generation has a negative impact on
human intellectual identity, and on endowing one’s life with meaning and content.
Thus, the schooling period is an appropriate time to shape the dominant students’
worldview through ideas and ideology, helping young people to see new
opportunities and frame their worldview and, thus, to gain major support for the
broader goals of social changes in the society at large.

For this purpose a major pedagogical instrument is the content of education,
which forms a diverse understanding of culture and values, and enriches experience
to resist stereotypes and myths. To shift the agenda for change and awakening for a
“young” state, there is a need for clear political goals and conditions for students to
address how knowledge is related to the power of self-expression under the current
political, economic and social circumstances. Central to such a challenge is
providing students with the skills, knowledge, and authority they need to inquire
and act upon what it means to live in a substantive democracy, and to recognise
anti-democratic forms of power, and injustices caused by economic, social and/or
gender inequalities. This leads to a situation where educators and politicians should
consolidate resources, both human and financial, to communicate a big, compelling
picture of what we stand for and what future we envisage. This is not a question of
rude ideological intervention or sophisticated manipulation but leverage of power
and the impact on moving from disconnected and selfish issues and activities to
joint efforts based on people’s true desires and needs.

The need to secure national identity has put forward two hot issues as part of the
content of education, namely, establishment of Latvian as the language of
instruction in schools and teaching of the history of Latvia.

Historically, the language of the authorities on the territory of Latvia was
German. Nothing changed even after the inclusion of Latvia in the Russian Empire
in the eighteenth century. Instruction at school mostly took place in German. Due to
the influence of the Russification policy in the 1880s, the Russian language began to
enter school life more and more.31 Not only the Latvian language of instruction but
also even the word “Latvia” was not accepted in public use (it was replaced by
use of the term “Baltic”). Only the advent of Latvian independence has made it
possible to change the situation. The “Decree on Latvian as the Language of
Instruction in Latvian Schools” was among the first decrees after the establishment

30Thomas S. Popkewitz, “Curriculum History, Schooling and the History of the Present,”
History of Education 40 (2011): 2.
31Andrejs Plakans, The Latvians: A Short History (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press,
1995), 100–01; Andrejs Plakans, A Concise History of the Baltic States (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 258–61.
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of the national state.32 Later, after the debate at the People’s Council, this provision
was included in the Law on Educational Institutions of Latvia. This law stated that
the Latvian language should be taught in ethnic minority schools starting in form 2
and Latvian history and geography starting in form 3. Systematic courses on Latvian
history and geography in Latvian were taught in minority basic schools in senior
forms, which were welcomed not only by Latvian but also by minority politicians
and the mass media.33 The first history textbooks in Latvian, as well as teaching
materials on Latvian history and regional studies, appeared.34 For nearly 20 years
Latvian pupils and students had the opportunity to study the history of their people
and their country. Later, during the Soviet period, their children and grandchildren
were deprived of this opportunity not only at school but also in public space in
general and even in the family.

Beginning in the early 1990s school and university teachers devoted their efforts
to producing a whole set of new history textbooks for all age groups of pupils. In
2006 a pilot project commenced with the aim to find arguments for the most
appropriate way of teaching history (to teach the history of Latvia and world history
jointly or separately). During this period, populist propaganda among both
politicians and academe on the mode of teaching history was replaced by a more
important discussion on the role of history in the twenty-first century for ethnic,
social and civil integration.

Thus, in 2010 the results were assessed, widely discussed and a curriculum was
adopted by issuing Amendments to the Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers No.
1027.35 Formally all barriers were eliminated and the Cabinet of Ministers adopted a
regulation to teach the history of Latvia and world history as separate subjects. As I
was part of the Cabinet of Ministers at the time I was fully aware that it was an
intervention of political power in the professional sphere of teachers; however, I
strongly believed that teachers’ professionalism would manage the situation
adequately.

The utmost goal of humanities and social sciences at school is to expand and
promote the development of individual identity, which mostly occurs through
becoming familiar with inherited languages, traditional forms of conduct, set norms
of behaviour and customary modes of expression. Hence, education should elaborate
and deepen familiarity with local lore, national tastes and indigenous traditions. The
educational mission of the local community has a special responsibility to safeguard
the domestic history and distinctive features that are their contribution to the cultural
diversity of the world. No one else is going to do it.36

32Māris Baltiņš, “Kārlis Kasparsons un Izglītības ministrijas izveide” [Kārlis Kasparsons and
the Ministry of Education], in Laikmets un personība. Rakstu krājums 10 [Epoch and
personality. Symposium 10], ed. Aīda Krūze ([Rīga]: RaKa, 2008), 21.
33Saleniece, Latvijas Republikas skolu politika, 49.
34Ilze Šenberga, “Teaching of History in Latvian Schools of General Education in the 1920s
and 1930s: Organisation, Content and Methods” (PhD diss., Vilnius Pedagogical University,
2010), 23–26.
35Grozījumi Ministru Kabineta 2006. gada 19. decembra noteikumos Nr. 1027 ‘Noteikumi
par valsts standartu pamatizglītībā un pamatizglītības mācību priekšmetu standartiem’
[Amendments to the Rules No. 1027 of the Cabinet of Ministers “Regulations on the
Standards in Primary and Basic Education Subjects” issued on 19 December 2006] (Riga,
October 12, 2010).
36Hernes, “Hard Choices – Soft Skills”.
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Nevertheless, the mode of teaching jointly or separately does not solve the major
issue how to harmonise the local and global context and interpretations of history.
Wide knowledge, deep interest and the ability to think critically are major
prerequisites for learning and applying historical knowledge in an appropriate way.
An episode from the Joint Cooperation Committee of the European Parliament and
the Council of Russia in 2005 serves as a perfect illustrative example of this
statement. At the aforementioned committee meeting the Russian diplomat and
politician Dmitry Rogozin,37 when speaking on the issue of the situation for non-
citizens in Latvia, blamed the government of Latvia for hesitation concerning
bilingualism, namely, the demand was to proclaim two state languages – Latvian
and Russian – because Russians have lived on this territory for thousands of years.
A representative of Latvia, Rihards Pīks, dared to remind the committee that:

…a thousand years ago there were neither Russians nor Latvians; there were old
Slavonic and old Baltic tribes. Within the borders of the present Baltic territories no
old Slavonic tribe ever lived. While in the upper part of the river Volga and on the
territory of the present Moscow, the capital of Russia, people spoke Old Slavonic and
Old Baltic languages even in the 11th century. The origin of the name Moscow comes
from the Old Baltic Mozgva (Moskva). Silence set in after this argument.38

What lesson do we learn from this meaningful episode of political discourse? In this
case, knowledge of historical facts helped to discontinue the demagogic attack.

In general, representatives of powerful states feel ambitious and do not care
much about the accuracy of historical facts. If people in power had knowledge of
similar past experiences it would strengthen their confidence, and strivings
tremendously, and make their actions more purposeful and focused, and arguments
to persuade the stakeholders axiomatic. Politicians should be very well prepared and
knowledgeable to exclude superficiality, which may become an insurmountable
barrier on the way to establishing the truth. The proof of this statement may be
found in the words of Benzion Netanyahu, father of the Prime Minister of Israel,
Benjamin Netanyahu. When Benjamin Netanyahu (Bibi) became Prime Minister of
Israel, he asked his father: “What attributes does one need to lead a country?” His
father countered with: “What do you think?” Benjamin Netanyahu said: “You need
conviction and courage and the ability to act”. His father answered: “You need that
for anything. What you need to lead a country is education.” By that he meant an
understanding of history, and the knowledge to be able to put things in
perspective.39

The Ministry for Education and Science in Latvia holds responsibility for
language policy. For a small nation, language is of particular importance, taking
into account linguists’ estimation that half of the world’s 6000 languages will

37Dmitry Rogozin, former Russian ambassador to NATO and since 2011 Deputy Prime
Minister of Russia.
38Rihards Pīks (Latvian politician, has been the Minister of Culture, the Minister of Foreign
Affairs and the member of the European Parliament), in discussion with Tatjana Koķe, May
2013.
39Richard Stengel, “Bibi’s Ascent: From Second Son to Soldier to Leader of Israel,” Time, 28
May 2012, 25–26.
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probably disappear in this century, and that only 5% per cent of languages are
“safe” in the sense that they are spoken by a million people backed by the state.40

Language extinction begins when children stop learning the language of their
grandparents. In turn, loss of language is a loss of human experience, expression
and knowledge.

As already mentioned, Latvian became the official language along with the
establishment of the Latvian state. In the Soviet period, development and research
did not stop;41 however, gradually, due to the decrease in the Latvian proportion of
the population, the structure and Russification policy appeared to be a risk for the
healthy existence of the Latvian language. This is why the renewed Republic of
Latvia proclaimed the Latvian language as the state official language.42

The issue of a state language goes hand-in-hand with another important task of
education, namely, to maintain and nurse multiculturalism, in which Latvia had
already gained considerable experience in the interwar period, as shown earlier.
However, the demographic picture of Latvia was dramatically changed by a number
of factors: the Second World War, the repressions of totalitarian regimes (the
Holocaust, mass deportations, Gulags, etc.), Latvian emigration to the West (about
120,000), the Soviet military, Communist Party functionaries and the influx of
economic migrants into Latvian territory.43 If in the late 1930s the Latvian share of
the population was 75.5%, in 1980 it was only 52%.44 The so-called “Russians”
were a numerically large group of immigrants from the “old” Soviet republics of the
USSR, who had broken away from their ethnic roots, in contrast with the traditional
ethnic Latvian minority groups (Poles, Lithuanians, Estonians) who dominated
among non-Latvians.

However, times and the world have changed tremendously. The meaning of
the national state and borders has undergone changes. The need for openness to the
outside world and contacts among different ways of life become crucial to open the
door to understanding among people and nations calling for a resilient approach and
attitude towards minority schools. The experience gained in 1993 when taking part
at one of the meetings in the Council of Europe in Strasbourg dealing with minority
education issue exemplifies the situation. After the speech of the Latvian delegate
on our experience of opening several minority schools which we regarded as a
democratic and perspective approach, severe criticism was expressed by delegates of
other countries stating that such insulation removes openness to the outside, and
limits contacts between the different ways of life of different people, thus forming a
barrier to mutual understanding. Frankly speaking, at that time such a reaction came

40Christopher Moseley, ed., Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger, 3rd ed. (Paris:
UNESCO, 2010), http://www.unesco.org/culture/en/endangeredlanguages/atlas (accessed June
10, 2014).
41Velta Rūķe-Draviņa, “The Standardization Process in Latvian: 16th Century to the
Present,” Acta Universitatis Stockholmiensis. Stockholm Slavic Studies (Stockholm: Almquist
& Wiksell International, 1977): 7.
42For more information on the situation regarding the Latvian language at the end of the
Soviet period and its change of its status in 1999: Dite Liepa, Latvijas preses valoda [The
language of the press in Latvia] (Rīga: LU Latviešu valodas institūts, 2001), 43–81.
43Pārsla Eglīte, “Padomju okupācijas ilglaika demogrāfiskās sekas” [Demographic
consequences of the Soviet occupation in Latvia], in The Soviet Occupation Regime in the
Baltic States 1944–1959: Policies and Their Consequences: Materials of the International
Conference, 13–14 June 2002, Riga (Riga: Latvijas vēstures institute apgāds, 2003), 256–66.
44Plakans, The Latvians, 158.
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as a surprise to the Latvian delegation, as we regarded minority school development
as a sign of democracy. Even today in Latvia we have several minority schools that
strongly support their autonomy and feel proud of securing their identity through a
formal setting. In fact, minority schools implement the same curriculum as Latvian
schools.

There was an attempt to regard the experience of the First Republic in
implementation of bilingual education as a pattern to follow at the beginning of the
1990s. The implementation of a bilingual education policy in Latvia has undergone
different stages since 1995, from severe resistance in 1995 when politicians adopted
the Amendment to the Education Law in August to start schooling 100% in Latvian
in September of the same year. The political intention failed due to a negative
reaction by international organisations, such as the Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), and local protests. Three years later, thanks to the
high professionalism of civil servants and wise tactics it was possible to pass an
amendment to a 40/60 proportion in the use of the Latvian language in minority
schools. By 2004 this proportion was fully implemented and since then the language
policy has been fairly successful. The data speak for themselves. For instance, the
results of centralised examinations are equal both in schools with Latvian as the
language of instruction and in minority schools. However, in minority schools
results in biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics are higher than in schools
with Latvian as the language of instruction. Since 2010 the number of students who
choose Latvian to complete their examinations has increased to 72% (in 2008–2009
the figure was 60%).45 The Bilingual Reform has also had a positive impact on
proficiency in Latvian of students from minority schools. In 1996, 49% of these
students regarded their knowledge of Latvian as good, while in 2010 73% answered
affirmatively. Some 61% admit that they also communicate in Latvian outside
school and that good knowledge of Latvian is an advantage for studies in higher
education institutions. In 2009 a survey revealed that among minorities of different
age groups only 8% did not know the language and among the young generation
everybody had a good command of the state language. By the same year the
Standard of General Secondary Education had been improved by adding a
multicultural aspect: tolerance, respect for diversity, acitizenship and value
education, which are regarded as compulsory issues.

The research performed in 2011 specifies five major fields of content
development in the basic school, i.e. content appropriate to students’ abilities;
acquaintance with different occupations and professions; sports activities; broader
opportunities for acquisition of foreign languages and communication skills;
mathematics and natural sciences.46

45“Izmaiņas izglītības saturā un skolēnu mācību sasniegumi” [Changes in the curriculum and
pupils’ achievements], Latvijas Republikas Ārlietu ministrija [Minister for Foreign Affairs of
the Republic of Latvia], http://www.mfa.gov.lv/lv/Arpolitika/integracija/mazakumtautibu-
izglitiba/izmainas/ (accessed June 26, 2014).
46Iespēju IT tilts izglītībai sākumskolā, “Sākumskolas mācību saturs, metodes un vide:
kvantitatīvā un kvalitatīvā pētījuma rezultātu ziņojums. Pētījums veikts pēc izdevniecības
‘Lielvārds’ pasūtījuma konferences ‘Iespēju Tilts izglītībai sākumskolā’ realizācijas ietvaros”
[The possibility bridge for education in primary schools’ implementation of the framework],
Rīga, 2011, http://newsaki.awtech.lv/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/iespejutilts_petijums.pdf
(accessed June 26, 2014).
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Last but not least, moral education has always been a topical issue in the content
of education, as virtue and honour have been among the basic Latvian values that
helped to preserve integrity during difficult periods of history. Censorship was not
political but moral and ethical. At the Ministry of Education of the Republic of
Latvia at the end of the 1920s there even functioned a commission for combating
deleterious youth literature, which published lists of literature forbidden for youth.
The same was true of movie censorship. A vital trait of the period was
enlightenment rhetoric that spread “correct, moral” thinking and a mode of
behaviour where obedience and compliance with norms were demanded as
compulsory both in the family and in society.

Today the situation urgently puts forward questions as to what children should
know and have access to, due to the borderless World Wide Web and the impact of
information technologies. Meanwhile, today because of the Internet and wide
choices, norms or regulations are far from efficient.

3. Position of power and organisation of studies

The organisation of studies has undergone various changes with a certain regularity.
The prestige and utility of schools has always been an urgent issue to deal with on
the level of both education policy and its implementation. The teacher has always
been a key actor in this regard. Thus, at the dawn of the independent state there was
an urgent need for professionally educated teachers. The ministers for education
took care of this personally. Two-year courses were offered at the University of
Latvia to mitigate the lack of teachers. Five years after the establishment of an
independent state, the decree to establish Teachers’ Institutions was issued by
Minister Staņislavs Jaundzems on 2 October 1923. This decree further developed
teacher education in Latvia, which was started in the nineteenth century with the
establishment of teachers’ seminaries. This legal act is regarded as an important step
towards professional teaching in the Republic of Latvia.47

Another important step for widening understanding and trust between the school
and the community was made by Minister Jānis Rainis (1926–1928). He introduced
open lesson visits for parents and teachers. He even demanded compulsory
observations of lessons by peer teachers at least five times a year. Although it was
admitted at different meetings that peer observation helped to improve the teachers’
practical skills and mutual communication, there were forces, such as the Latvian
Union of National Teachers that severely criticised this provision, saying that it had
been adapted undemocratically and should not be made compulsory. As result of the
debate several amendments were adopted to improve the process. The demand for
mutual observation became a norm and remains so nowadays, implemented as peer
and self-assessment within the school accreditation process that is compulsory every
six years in Latvia.48

It is important to note that already in the late 1920s attention was being paid to
education opportunities for adults. Minister Rainis was concerned about the study

47Leonards Žukovs, “Development of Teacher Education in Latvia until 1940,” in History of
Education and Pedagogical Thought in the Baltic Countries up to 1940: An Overview, ed.
Aīda Krūze et al. (Riga: RaKa, 2009), 238–44.
48Jeļena Vediščeva, “Rainis – izglītības ministrs” [Rainis – Minister for Education], in
Laikmets un personība. Rakstu krājums 10 [Epoch and Personality. Symposium 10], ed. Aīda
Krūze ([Rīga]: RaKa, 2008), 66–126.
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possibilities for working youth and adults.49 Thus, in 1927 two schools for adults
were opened, one in Riga, and one in Jelgava.50 In fact, folk high schools were
started in Latvia in 192051 and after acquaintance with Gruntvig’s ideas52 they
flourished in the 1930s both in the capital and in rural areas. Through adult education
the ideas of intellectuals were spread in society at large, which have had enormous
importance in the formation of the independent democratic state. By urging the
people to master the cultural legacy of the nation, they enhanced confidence in
Latvians concerning their abilities to establish and govern their country. One of the
characteristic features of adult education is the variety of its institutions, which is
based on different entities (political organisations, churches, professional
associations, educational institutions founded by separate enthusiasts). The diversity
of adult education institutions makes them more flexible than the official education
system. Thus they are able to react to the political changes and satisfy the demands,
needs and interests of society at any given moment.53 Therefore lifelong learning
ideas are still the focus of attention today of both educators and policy makers.

Latvians have always striven enormously for education.54 In earlier times parents
regarded it as their duty to secure for their children the possibility of an education.
Nowadays education and learning in general have become a mode of life for people
of different ages, experience and lifestyles.

As regards management issues, it is important to note that there was an effort to
determine responsibilities between the municipalities and the state in the mid-1930s,
when the Minister of Education was Ludvigs Adamovičs (1884–1943). Delegating
power to the municipalities in school management was mostly determined by
the belief that local authorities are closer to the people, they know much better the
needs of the community and will care adequately for people and control them on the
local level. Therefore local municipalities were and still are responsible for making
the decision to open or close a school, for implementing education standards in line
with the assessment of quality of education, and for recruiting the staff. The
government is responsible for the teachers’ salaries, with the exception of those
teachers who work in kindergartens with children up to the age of five in
accordance with the Law on Budget and Finance Management.55

During the period of economic crisis, there was a strong urge for efficient
resource management and consolidation. In practice, consolidation meant cutting off
financial resources and reduction of the school network. It is almost a “mission
impossible” to start the debate and persuade teachers, administrators, parents and
even party peers of the need to close the nearby school, especially in rural areas.
The local school with 40 students and over 20 teaching personnel is a safe
workplace for teachers, who very often are close to retirement age, and it is a

49Ibid., 85.
50Rainis – izglītības ministrs. Rainim 125 [Rainis – Minister for Education. Rainis’ 125th
birthday], ed. Biruta Gudriķe (Rīga: Zinātne, 1990), 320–22.
51Roberts Akmentiņš, Latvijas Tautas Universitātes 5 gadu darbības pārskats [Latvian Folk
University. 5-year perfomance review] (Rīga: Latvijas Tautas Universitāte, 1926), 60.
52Ingrīda Sokolova, Gaismas pils: mūžu dzīvo, mūžu mācies [Castle of light: lifelong
learning] (Rīga: Apgāds Krasts, 2000).
53Iveta Ķestere, “Adult Education in Latvia: Historical Development and Current Problems,”
Ricerche Pedagogiche 188/189 (2013): 27–30.
54For more information see: Plakans, The Latvians, 80–104.
55Latvijas Vēstnesis [Latvian Gazette], 6 April 1994; Valdības Ziņotājs [Government
Gazette], 28 April 1994.
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convenient environment for pupils with no threats around. From a superficial point
of view, a small rural school is a valley of comfort that nobody wants to leave. In
turn the global world and today’s reality demand open, entrepreneurial young people
who are prepared to take responsibility for their own lives. The local sheltering
school environment can hardly be a place to gain the necessary experience. Thus, in
one year, – between 2009 and 2010 – 102 schools were closed or merged with the
neighbouring school. Those who were frightened of change and competition joined
hands and united in loud criticism. Within the period 2008–2010 I visited the
majority of schools that municipalities were about to close as I was passionate about
treating discussion partners with respect, appreciation and kindness and finding a
solution of mutual benefit in each case.

Let me share a very emotional and true example of the changes in the school
network. It was in late November 2009 that I went to the Daugavpils Region56 from
where my parents originate. There were two schools at a distance of less than 10
kilometres from one another: Silene school had about 90 students while in
Skrudaliena school there were about 60 students. Thus, in accordance with the
objective criteria they should be merged. Their attainments were fairly similar, but
the infrastructure of the relatively larger one was better as the other school was
opened in the 1930s and was quite obsolete for a modern education process. I
visited both schools the same evening. When arriving at the school built in the
1930s around eight o’clock in the evening I saw several Roma families who arrived
in horse-drawn carriages in the schoolyard. They stood outside with the temperature
close to zero holding small posters in their hands saying “Please preserve our school
for the sake of our kids”. From the human point of view it was really a tough
situation. Appropriate arguments and frank explanations helped us to proceed by
slow but determined steps to move forward for the sake of the young generation: to
get access to better schooling, and not to be afraid of competition, a broader
environment and further distances. Closing or merging schools over the three years
based on quality criteria, which mostly proceeded from the size of the school, has
raised the competitiveness of the functioning schools, the professionalism of
teachers and the responsibility of students for their education results. Moreover, the
Ministry for Education strongly recommended that the municipalities take care of
the schooling opportunities at the initial school age, to improve primary school
facilities in order to attract children and their parents to stay in their native area.
Unfortunately the economic situation in the country had the opposite impact in line
with the population’s diminishing trust in the ruling authorities.

The fact is that several ministers for education of the Republic of Latvia (1918–
1940) had to deal with the issues of consolidation of the school network. However,
the past lessons were not taken into account by their followers.

The major reason to mention at least some of the reforms initiated and
implemented by different ministers throughout the decades is to point out how
similar the topicality of education reforms and the proposed solutions is both locally
and internationally. Unfortunately, the frequent change of ministers under the
influence of political games and trade-offs, cancelled the implementation of many
good initiatives and long-term plans.

Regardless of the fact that the majority of changes implemented by ministers for
education from the beginning of the 1920s to the very end of the 1930s were

56Daugavpils Region is about 200 km from Riga.
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introduced with an intention to contribute to the awakening of the people, the nation
and the state, most of these initiatives induced resistance and rejection. In line with
success and positive results, severe criticism from opponents and even from peers
had to be endured by those in the position of power. The truth is that sustainable
changes and results are built by evolution and they cannot be evaluated within a
short-term context.

4. Power and title

Although the activities of the minister for education are largely determined by the
overall state education policy guidelines and the specific requirements of the
minister’s political party, his/her individual position plays a leading role in the field.
The minister’s attitude is rooted in his/her values and understanding of the system,
i.e., in the personality of the minister, which depends on his/her life course and
experience. In turn, being the minister and holding the position of power can be
considered as a factor that inevitably has an impact on both the person’s future life
and, probably, his/her personality, too. In retrospect, we can judge the consequences
experienced by former ministers of the Republic of Latvia due to their position.

First, it should be noted that the nomination for minister for education in pre-war
Latvia meant respect for the applicant. The proof of this was the invitation to the
popular poet Rainis to become the minister for education57 in the only Social
Democrat-led government. Other ministers, no matter how different, were mostly
public figures, scientists, writers, or educators. Of 18 ministers, 12 were university
teachers, eight of whom were professors.58 The link between academe and politics
has also been demonstrated by the involvement of academe in taking the position of
minister, For example, in the field of education and science in 1918–1940, three
rectors of the University of Latvia were appointed ministers, namely, Ernests
Felsbergs, Augusts Tentelis,and Jūlijs Auškāps. The academic authority and
reputation gained during their previous successful professional activities helped
them, on the one hand, to create the space and time to generate trust, and, on the
other hand, to defend difficult decisions and endure criticism. In the second period
of independence, there is no single case of nominating a minister with a university
rector’s experience. Nevertheless seven of 16 ministers came from academe within
the period from 1991 to 2013.

Acceptance of the position of minister for education means putting aside one’s
meaningful occupation – whether writing, research or teaching – during that period.
It is almost impossible to take up the responsibility for the entire education sector
and simultaneously focus on creative work. Why do they accept? Why did the great
Rainis put aside his brilliant writing instrument – the feather – in order to plunge
into the political struggle? Why did talented chemist Jūlijs Auškāps turn away from
the laboratory for the benefit of the corridors of power? Why did the historian
Augusts Tentelis focus on daily routine work in the ministry instead of deciphering

57The 150th anniversary of Rainis’ birth is included in the UNESCO calendar for 2015.
58Two professors of philology, two of history as well as art history, theology, engineering and
chemistry professors were among the ministers for education. Data come from Es viņu
pazīstu. Latviešu biogrāfiskā vārdnīca [I know him: Latvian biographical dictionary], ed.
Žanis Unāms (Grand Haven: Raven Printing, 1975); “Ministers during Pre-war Independent
Latvia,” Ministry for Education and Science, http://izm.izm.gov.lv/ministrija/vesture/pirms-
kara.html (accessed June 13, 2014).
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ancient manuscripts? A similar question may be asked in respect of each and every
minister; however, with all the uniqueness of the particular situation the answer is
similar: they sacrificed their individual interests to promote the growth and
strengthening of the nation. They all saw education as a universal means to achieve
this goal; therefore, they took the responsibility for the field and its improvement.

The majority of ministers for education exerted honest efforts and hard work
while in the office and their input is spoken of with appreciation both locally and
internationally. For instance, Aleksandrs Dauge, educator and publicist (Minister
1921–1923), published monographs on Wolfgang Goethe and Friedrich Nietzsche in
1935, and composed a bibliographical essay on Shakespeare; Kārlis Straubergs,
researcher of Latvian folklore, and a classical philologist and writer (Minister in
1924), published fundamental volumes of Latvian folklore: folk songs (1936–1939)
sailing lyrics (1939–1941), folk traditions (1944), and others.

Evaluation of the contribution of historical personalities like President Vaclav
Havel and the outstanding Latvian poet and playwright, and Minister for Education,
Jānis Rainis, poses eternal questions: “Is it possible to be a respectful intellectual
and a politician at the same time?” “How does one cope with the two identities: an
academic and/or a politician?” and gives clear indications that Rainis considered
politics to be an inferior activity: “politics just revolves around things, intrigues.
Every great matter becomes base once its been grabbed by politics. Politics is the
mundane. Politics, being a trivial affair, makes one trivial, it ruins the character …
In politics only the little person is big.”59

Regardless of the difficulties and contradictions, intellect and power should be
and are mutually complementary. Without ideas, deep knowledge and understanding
a politician cannot function in a creative and humane way, while political experience
provides wise providence and courage in professional activities. It is no wonder that
among ministers for education in Latvia one cannot find power-thirsty people,
because education is an extremely powerful platform in its lifelong and life-wide
sense to influence and create a context in which people hear, understand and
experience the benefits of unity and partnership.

The position of power requires leadership. The former president of the country
Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga has asserted that Latvians have had almost no experience of
choosing or raising their own leaders.60 The relatively short existence of the
Republic of Latvia in the interwar period and more recently since 1990 has opened
up such opportunities. Achieving power without experience or any achievements in
one’s earlier professional life likewise mostly results in changes in the person’s
character, attitudes and action in line with the obvious lack of the necessary
competences, professional qualities and sense of responsibility. The change of
generations in politics, change of competences and conflicts taught us a major
lesson. In a short period of time the universal truth, “how the minority reaching the
majority, seizing authority, hates the minority”, oozes out in line with inattentiveness

59Rainis, “Complete Works by Rainis,” vol. 24, 473, quoted by Vita Matīsa, “Truth and
Power,” in Robežas: Rainis un Aspazija starp Latviju un Šveici = Borders: Rainis and
Aspazija between Latvia and Switzerland, ed. Pauls Bankovskis et al. (Rīga: Neputns, 2006),
110–19.
60Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga, Kultūra un latvietība [Culture and Latvians] (Rīga: Karogs, 2010),
119–27.
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to the ethical dimensions of political practice and behaviour.61 Thus, the prestige
and trust of the “elite in power” was dramatically reduced, creating a willingness to
leave the country on the part of individuals, as well as side effects such as nihilism
and distrust. In fact, the situation has created a vicious circle whereby many gifted
and knowledgeable local people refuse and miss their chance of a higher position or
greater success in order to escape envy, public condemnation and sometimes even
emotional conflicts with their friends and family members. Such an ambivalent
position in terms of individual achievements is dangerous, especially for a small
country, in extreme need of striving for success. Instead of envy and hate we have
to learn to recognise the success of others, including those in power, in order to
include individual success in the general list of successes of the country. On the
general level, while degrading the notion of power and people in power, there is a
huge threat to degrade understanding and the recognition of democratic values.

Conclusions

In a nutshell, ministers’ efforts to contribute to the awakening of people,
organisations, nations, and states are hardly realised in full, because there exist
several hidden and visible obstacles and forces. First and foremost, a focus on the
short-term, immediate goals, due to an approaching election or parliamentary
debate, frames political leaders within short-term deadlines and populist promises.
Second, “behind-the-scenes” forces are alert to assure which issues – and when –
appear on the decision-makers’ tables. Keeping things off the agenda is one way for
the powerful both in position and in opposition to preserve their sustainability. Very
often it is the case that the minister has great issues and ideas, but has little control
over the context in which his/her political party adjusts its relationship with others
in power. Last but not least, for quite a period a stagnant practice has been
developed to appoint high-ranking civil servants according to their loyalty to a
certain political party rather than high performance-based professional outcomes and
unselfish devotion to the field of responsibility. This practice damages relationships
at the roots. As a result, instead of concentrating on the core mission, one has to
spend most of the time fighting defensive battles over minor issues and finding
appropriate means of communication.

The mission of leadership is to promote transformations. The period in power
for me brought the extreme and delightful emotional experience of initiating and
taking responsibility for transformations in education. Unfortunately, transformations
and evaluation of their results takes time, even decades. This means that the future
researchers who will investigate the present time will label the efforts of those in
power. Nevertheless, the lesson learnt is that important decisions mean difficult
choices. In order to generate trust one has to follow Konrad Adenauer’s belief in the
need to explain the implications of different options, to address problems that
lucidly present options to citizens and to put national interests on a level with the
interests of the European Union with the courage to follow through on decisions,
and to argue and persuade clearly. This narrative of my interpretations and
reflections did not have the slightest intention to reduce any position of power; on
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the contrary, it had the intention of raising the disturbing questions worthy of great
debate, the answers to which will promote researchers to look deep into the essence
of the relationship between and impact of education and power and to tell new
stories that will help to form the opinion of those in academe at the possible
crossroads of their careers.

The judicious use of personal reflections on positions of power in education has
generated a strong conviction that the profound knowledge and competence of
politicians in history serves as an advantage in shaping both political discourse and
reasonable actions both locally and globally.
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